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MRD- 195a 

Summary of Requirement 

 

MRD-195a Analyze the geologic properties of the asteroid to constrain its geologic history 

 

Data Products Required 

Global Geologic Map - A classic, integrated geological map of the surface of Bennu that 

incorporates/summarizes all major geomorphological and compositional features. 

 

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations 

This data product incorporates numerous measurements of physical and compositional features 

at a near-global scale across the asteroid. This product will be produced regardless of mission 

contingencies or observational completeness and will be produced up to the resolution and 

completeness of the input data products listed herein. 

Minimum Success Criteria 

The generation of a map that can pass peer review and be published in a journal - this is the 

ultimate criteria. To attain this, the map must contain the interesting geology relevant to its 

geologic history. Determining a minimum resolution of imaging on which to analyze the 

geology, or a minimum number of identified features, or a minimum number of geologic units is 

not simple. Here we defined a series of geologic maps that will feed this, Crater Geology, 

Boulder Geology, Linear Features Geology and Regolith Geology - where only a subset of these 

may provide interesting or relevant information for a Global Geologic Map.  

Dependencies by Mission Phase 

The primary data sets are obtained from Preliminary Survey up through Detailed Survey.  

Adequacy of the DRM  

The DRM provides adequate granularity in the description of observations and generation of 

map products. This is a long-term science product, and thus the timeline is substantial and 

generation of this product in suitable times is certain. 

Data Products per Mission Phase 

The global geology of Bennu will be characterized through various remote sensing campaigns 

throughout the mission. Each of the Data Products responding to MRDs 136,137,138,139 are the 

primary inputs to the Global Geology Map, and they will be made in two stages described below. 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/A8X393K/Global_Geologic_Map_2_MRD195a.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P2Q9X1q/MRD136_137_138__139.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P2Q9X1q/MRD136_137_138__139.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P2Q9X1q/MRD136_137_138__139.html


The Global Geologic Map itself relies on geologic interpretation of geologic features and thus 

should be considered a "Geologic Map" according to this scheme and thus use its timing as well. 

Feature Maps: At the end of Detailed Survey a "Feature Map" is produced indicating the location 

of each of these geologic features on Bennu. The location and basic physical properties of these 

geologic features are important for generation of the Safety Map and Science Value Map and 

must be distributed at this stage of the mission. The observational requirements to detect and 

map each of the features is described in each Data Product Description. The Feature Maps do not 

contain geologic interpretation, and for each of the listed Data Products rely only on:  

• Global Mosaic @ 21-cm resolution (MRD-121) 

• Global Topographic Map (MRD-122) . 

The detailed process of generating each data product is described in each Data Product 

Description, linked from the description of MRDs 136-139. 

Geologic Maps: The long-term science product for each of these mapped geologic features is 

a "Geologic Map" that includes analysis and geologic interpretation and that also incorporates 

compositional maps. These products are not distributed to other top maps, rather they inform the 

long-term science Global Geologic Map. 

Overview of Processing 

a)   Image data: The ground data system image pipeline will correct images for bias, shutter 

smear, dark current and flat fields.  Dead and noisy pixels, as well as cosmic ray blemishes, will 

be corrected.  All processed images, as well as notable intermediate results, will be archived in 

the SPOC Database for convenient access and use. Subsequent processing will include the 

application of geometric and radiometric calibration files, informed by the camera position, solar 

illumination and attitude information provided by the SPK, CK, IK, SCLK, PcK and FK 

kernels.  Optical distortion, spectral responsivity, radiometric correction and assignment of pixel 

pointing will be accomplished in this phase.  Again, all images, including intermediate results, 

are archived in the SPOC Database. Using SPICE data provided by the mission and updated by 

SPC processing, we will correct each pixel for the photometric function (viewing geometry) and 

tile the image data into image mosaics. 

b) Topographic maps: Extract the relief information from these maps and assign them to 

individual pixels in each image and to each image mosaic. The OBJ shape files only contain 

facet and vertices information. The Ancillary map file format include a list of facet numbers, 

latitude, longitude and radius. Thus topography can be correlated with the OBJ shape model via 

interpolation of latitude and longitude to particular facets. 

c)  Feature Maps:  To avoid confusion caused by shadow variations from the E and W imaging 

positions we will initially use only the data from either the Eastern or Western 

Hemisphere.  These maps will be analyzed visually using a tool that allows the analyst to mark 

the positions and shapes of boulders, craters, regolith areas and linear features (JAsteroid or 

SBMAT).  The analysts will be members of the OSIRIS-REx mission with the possible 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/f459w4/Global_and_Sitespecific_Image_Mosaics.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P2Q9X1q/MRD121_136_137_138_139.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/59f096b/Global_Topographic_map_MRD122.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/M2k542S2L1/MRD115.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/X8M6B5/MRD122_123_124_125_132.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/P2Q9X1q/Geology.html


augmentation of members of a citizen science program recruited and trained to help with this 

type of analysis. The output data formats are ShapeFile format, which is an ESRI standard in the 

geologic mapping community. 

d)  Craters database: Currently the most reliable method to identify craters, particularly craters 

on asteroids, is manually (by human visual inspection).  Typically, images are displayed on a 

computer screen, and the user has the ability to adjust the magnification and brightness/contrast 

(see below), and mark crater location, diameter, depth, and other key morphological features in 

an excel/text file.  This will likely be done as part of creating the Feature maps and the results 

will be stored in a database of crater information.  

e)  Boulders database: Currently the most reliable method to identify boulders on an irregular 

object is by manual inspection.  A typical implementation of the measurement effort is to display 

images on a computer screen, with the ability to adjust magnification and brightness/contrast (see 

below), and mark boulder location, aspect ratio, and other key morphological features in an 

excel/text file.  This will likely be done as part of creating the Feature maps and the results will 

be stored in a database or boulder information. The responsibility to populate the Boulder 

database is that of IPWG under MRD-121. 

 

OREx_geologic_map_flow.pdf 

 

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques 

Image data and Image mosaics are processed and created with a software package capable of 

image processing such as the mission produced map tools in C (using the fitsio package). RDWG 

lead Walsh has also produced python packages that can ingest and manipulate Ancillary Fits 

formats (to interpolate or sub-sample regions for example - producing a standard set of maps on 

the same resolution shape model). This utilizes the astropy package, which uses similar fitsio 

libraries as used for the mission packages. 

Topographic maps are produced in ALTWG, and delivered in the mission standard Maps format, 

readable by the Small Body Mapping Tool (SBMT).  This tool will be used to process and view 

image data, enable the display and annotation of individual and mosaicked images and measure 

the crater population. 

The software to identify boulders, craters, regolith regions and linear features on the maps, 

SBMT has the ability to display images on a computer screen, with the ability to adjust 

magnification and brightness/contrast, and mark feature locations, aspect ratios, and other key 

morphological features.  This platform has been used in the past to map craters and boulders for 

various space missions. 

Expected/Simulated Data 



Simulated shape models is sufficient for mapping craters, boulders, linear features and regolith 

regions. Combined mapping these features into map layers then provides ample test data to 

supply into a test Global Geologic Map. 

Analysis & Verification Methods 

Demonstrated capability to generate a geologic map. Capability to display multiple layers on a 

shape model. 

Map-making capabilities, from a technical standpoint (mixing and combining FITS files) is 

demonstrated via the RDWG preliminary map for Sampleability. The ability has been 

demonstrated with Small Body Mapping tool. Linked below is a series of slides showing the 

generation of a Sampleability Map using the tools provided in Small Body Mapping and 

developed by RDWG (found at the Map-Making toolkit page). 

RDWG_Mapmaking.pptx 

Geologic mapping capabilities, have been tested and verified in Small Body Mapping tool 

(see Barnouin et al. 2014 for one example). 

Existing or Potential Liens 

Lien-VIS-01- These maps will be analyzed visually using a tool that allows the analyst to mark 

the position and shapes of boulders, craters, regolith areas and linear functions (JAsteroid or 

SBMT) 

SPOC Requirements 

The only requirements for the SPOC is access to relevant input data products, and software 

capable of geologic mapping (SBMT). 

External Interfaces 

RDWG-SPOC ICD 

------------------------------------------------------- Material from 2013 and BEFORE -------------------

--------------------------------- 

Introduction 

Figure 1 provides an overview of how RDWG map products are related to one another and to 

map products in general that will be generated during the Encounter Phase. It was constructed as 

a graphic heuristic tool for recognizing and understanding the complex interdependence of 

mission products, the directions of information flow, map sequencing, the ‘ownership’ of the 

different products, and the dependence of the “Big Four Maps” on primary and integrated 

products. RDWG plays a critical role in the production of one of the Big Four Maps, viz, 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/J4D6D1D/MRD570c.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/D577Z548j/MapMaking_Toolkit_Software.html
http://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2014/pdf/2221.pdf


Sampleability Maps. RDWG maps are indicated by mauve triangles in the lower corners of the 

icons. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of Receivable and Deliverable map products for RDWG during and after 

encounter. Note that a symbol denotes if the maps are for ellipse geography (red dot). 

The icons in Figure 1 represent maps or images only. Other products such as models, graphs, etc 

feed into this system at various points, but there was only so much that could be 

accommodated  in  the  figure.  Each  icon  represents  a  specific  map/image  product  that  is ‘o

wned’ by a working group responsible for generating the data and delivering it to the SPOC in a 

format that is usable for its intended customers. The products in Figure 1 have the following 

basic groups. 

i.  Photomosaics  that  show  the  surface  of  Bennu  or  exospheric  phenomena  such  as 

plumes,  dust clouds, or satellites. The mosaics have been processed by the Instrument Pipeline 

and the Science Data Processing software but are primary ‘unanalyzed’ products with no 

interpretation  of  features  appearing  in  the  images.  These  images  are  taken  at  various 

wavelengths in the Visible and Near-IR. 



ii.  Surface Geology Maps  are  a  suite  of  map  and  SFD  products  that  depict  surface 

materials, viz., boulders, cobbles, granules, fines, and bedrock. These maps are Secondary 

Products derived from the Primary Products in ‘i’. They are generated from image analysis 

including techniques of (1) stone counting, (2) visual delineation of features such as resolvable 

(uncounted) particles or unresolvable particles, and patches of bedrock. The SFD dataset is 

simultaneously derived from the stone counting analysis and forms the base product that creates 

the SFD graphs. The  dust  map  is  a  special  case,  being  derived from a number of exotic 

sources as will be discussed later in relation to Contingency Mapping. 

iii.   Topographic Geology Maps fall into two categories.  The first Primary-type  is ‘metrologic’ 

or measured features including geodetic maps, contour maps, and local slopes. 

The second  is  of  a  Secondary  type  that  is  ‘taxonomic’  insofar  as  its  maps  show  interpret

ed geomorphic landforms – craters, linear features, etc. 

iv.   Plume  Geology  Maps  are  Secondary  Products  derived  from  Photomosaics  (i)  of 

Bennu’s limb. Plumes and plume dispersion patterns are maps that characterize the 

cryovolcanology of Bennu, using combined input from OCAMS, OVIRS and OTES data. The 

paleoplume map is, strictly speaking, one of the Secondary Topographic map types, being 

constructed from the appearance of holes or eruption constructs on Bennu’s surface. 

v.   Physical Properties Geology Maps are Primary Products that relate to the geophysical 

characterization of Bennu’s surface by thermal inertia measurements and values for albedo (both 

IR and visible radiation). 

vi.  Composition  Geology  Maps  are  Primary-Product,  spectroscopically  derived 

interpretations of surface mineralogy and space weathering. 

vii.  Surface   Response  Geology  Maps   are   unique   Secondary   Products  that   delineate 

areas  of  the surface according  to  the degree  of  expected  penetrability  by  TAGSAM.  For 

granules on bedrock, penetrability is zero. For granules of significant depth, penetrability could 

be several feet. This map is constructed from maps in ‘ii’ and from data acquired from 

experiments and numerical computer modeling. 

viii.    Integrated Geology Maps are Tertiary nodes in the flow matrix that represent the 

convergence of data from a host of sources. 

ix. The Penultimate Map Quartet is the ‘The Big Four’ –Sampleability, Hazards, Science 

Value,  and  Deliverability.  These Quaternary  data nodes are used  to  define the TAG sites. 

RDWG is responsible for the production of the Sampleability Maps. 

x. TAG Maps are the ultimate map products, being Quinternary nodes in the flow matrix. 

The two key RDWG products are (1) A Sampleability Map derived from ten primary data 

sources that will guide the selection of TAG sites (this is one of the ‘Big Four’ maps), and (2) An 

Integrated Geology Map and its various sub-maps that serves as a compilation point for data 



flowing through the network to the Science Value Map, also one of the ‘Big Four’ penultimate 

map products. 

Note that the RDWG is responsible, jointly, or singularly, for also generating primary products: 

(1) Regolith geology maps (concurrent with IPWG products), requiring data from IPWG and 

SAWG (2) Geomorphology maps composed of crater geology maps, linear features geology 

maps, boulder geology maps and other landforms requiring data from IPWG, ALTWG, and 

SAWG, (3) Plume geography –active plume sites, plume dispersion patterns, and palaeoplume 

sites, requiring data from IPWG and SAWG, and (4) Space weathering, requiring data from 

SAWG. RDWG is also responsible for secondary products relating to (1) Surface response, and 

(2) Bedrock and dust distribution. These all feed into either Integrated Geology, or 

Sampleability. For the Sampleability Map, RDWG will integrate 1) grain-size mapping, 2) 

bedrock and dust locations, 3) local slope data, 4) surface response modeling, and 5) albedo and 

thermal inertia. 

Unlike the Integrated Geology Map, the Sampleability Map requires a sophisticated integration 

algorithm because the input products are not simply overlays since some products act as 

calibration for others. Sampleability Maps will constitute one of the ‘Big Four’ key map products 

required for selection of TAG sites.  For  the Integrated  Geology  Map,  RDWG 

will  analyze  and  combine  data  from  1)  regolith  clast  mapping  for  grain  size,  shape, 

sorting,  and  aerial  distribution  of  regolith  materials,  2) topography and geomorphology at 

micro, meso, and macro scales, 3) contemporary and/or palaeoplume sites, and 4) mineralogy 

and space weathering. RDWG will use this information to construct a picture of contemporary 

processes on Bennu and to reconstruct the geologic history of Bennu. Working with the 

SampleWG and DEWG, RDWG will develop geologic hypotheses that are testable with data 

obtained from analysis of the returned sample. 

 

Integrated Geology and Related Maps (Site- Selection Enhancement and Time-Sensitive) 

 

Receivables for Integrated Geology: Integrated Geology is a relatively straightforward RDWG 

product compared to the Sampleability Map, although it has a multitude of data sources as 

depicted in Figure 3. The Integrated Geology Map is a Tertiary Node in the OSIRIS-REx data 

pipeline, being supplied by mapping products for the regolith (all grain sizes, as well as 

bedrock), mapping products for geomorphology, an albedo map, and a Secondary map product 

generated for Surface Age by input from Mineralogy and Space Weathering. Note that some of 

these Receivables for Integrated Geology are RDWG products themselves. 

RDWG SPOC Deliverables: The RDWG will deliver to the SPOC an Integrated Geology Map or 

suite of maps (depending on the geological complexity) that depicts the following key 

characteristics of Bennu: 



1. Geological terrains (the definition of such is obviously undefined at present –they 

could be defined by geochemistry or by geophysics). 

2. Location and classification of geomorphic features such as craters, ridges, 

compressional and dilational features, palaeoplume constructs (and plumes if 

present), etc. 

3. Regolith type –boulder fields, dust ponds, bedrock exposure, etc. all with their 

integrated geology included. 

4. Mineralogical terrains/areas of space weathering. 

5. Surface age based on mineralogy, geomorphology, regolith induration. 

6. Topographic  contours  with  the  altitude  datum  set  to  the  mean  geodetic  equi

potential surface. 

Other Integrated Geology subcomponent RDWG maps in CLASS II include: 1) Palaeoplume 

Geology Map, 2) Linear and Other Geological Features Map, 3) Crater Geology Map, and 4) 

Space Weathering Map, all being potentially descopable products. 

Map Production: Because we do not know what we will encounter on Bennu, this process has to 

be primarily based on human input, although some algorithms will be matured, such as those for 

crater counting or linear features recognition. It is undefined at this time exactly how decisions 

about mapping designs will be translated into computer language. 

 

 

Figure 3 (now figure 1). Integrated Geology Map(s) and its subcomponents. 

 



The following table lists all the maps to be delivered to the SPOC by the RDWG and what type 

of maps they are. Note that these are all SPOC Deliverables, but most are internal RDWG 

Receivables for the production of the Sampleability and Integrated Geology maps. 

 

Table 2. RDWG products, product class, and information level on products. The information 

level is an indication of the level of information complexity for a map and the number of other 

products it must rely upon (Receivables).  It is also a guide to the necessary temporal sequencing 

of information in the data pipeline. 

Additional Products for Integrated Geology (Site-Selection Unrelated and Not Time Sensitive) 

Receivables: Since these products are spinoffs from existing data sets that were generated for 

Class I and II Products, the onus for new products rests with members of the RDWG. There is no 



mission mandate (nor will there be) requiring third parties to provide Receivables for the RDWG 

for this class of products. 

Deliverables: These are not entirely lacking in time sensitivity because they will have to be 

generated in time for publication before the PDS becomes publicly available. 

Class III products are most likely to be more detailed analyses of the Class I and II products such 

as grain size and shape analysis (unclear if clast shape analysis is a Class I or Class III product), 

geomorphology analyses, plume analysis, etc. We cannot say exactly what types of products will 

emerge in this category, because much will depend on what we find when we get there. New 

products emerging in this category might include the following. Lead investigators have not been 

formally identified: 

1. Map and analysis of regolith movement patterns (Marshall et al.). 

2. Distribution of regolith material in relation to geodetic and physical topography 

(Scheeres et al. ?). 

3. Analysis of regolith clast size and shape as indicators of regolith history (Marshall 

et al.). 

4. Analysis to assess computer models of regolith response in light of TAGSAM 

experience (Clark, Bierhaus, Michel, et al. ?). 

5. Map of space weathering and its relationship to regolithic and geomorphic 

features (Beth Clark). 

6. Map/analysis of plume and palaeoplume geography in relation to major 

topography and terrain types. 

7. Sedimentology of an asteroid–bolidiclastic, colluvial, cryovolcanic, and 

electrostatic sedimentation processes (Marshall et al.). 

8. Surface age from craters (Bierhaus). 

 

Old Text as of 29 July 2013 

 

Data Products 

Global Geological Map 

This is a classical geological map that will identify all key geological features on the surface of 

the asteroid that includes the overall shape; the physical characteristics of craters, their 

abundance and distribution; the physical characteristic of the landscape including features that 

are the products of brittle or ductal deformation; the physical characteristics of the landscape 

which includes height variations in landforms, the kinds of landforms (boulders, large blocks of 

rock), any apparent features that may appear to be layering, etc.; the physical characteristics and 

distribution of cobbles and boulders (depending on how boulder is defined), the physical 

characteristics of the surface with respect to geological evidence for outgasses such as holes, 



plum skirts, etc.; the overall distribution of larger-size (m-resolution) holes, any potential 

evidence for porosity; overall distribution of grain size of particles; overall distribution of 

‘bedrock’ vs. regolith; overall distribution of space weathering; in a classic geological map, we 

would also want composition and distribution of formations and strata, so perhaps we will need 

the global integrated mineral map as well. 

Process Overview  

Expected Data Return by Mission Phase  

Availability of Input Data Products  

Here we would most likely need inputs from Altimetry, Image processing, spectral analysis, and 

sterophtoclinometry and really most of the products they are to produce.  

Some examples:  

1.Shape Model  

2.Global Crater Maps  

3.Global Boulder Maps  

4. Liner Feature Maps  

5. Ductile Features identified if present  

6. Brittle deformation identified  

7. Plume or evidence of plumes maps  

8. Regolith map  

9. Integrated mineral map 

Data Processing Tasks  

Time-frame for Data Processing  

Analysis and verification methods  

Software  

 



Asteroid	  Coordinate	  
System	  (MRD-‐125)	  
11/30/18	  

Photometrically-‐
corrected	  Global	  
Mosaic	  @	  21	  cm	  
resoluEon	  
	  (MRD-‐121)	  
3/25/19	  

Global	  Slope	  Map	  
(MRD-‐126)	  
4/23/19	  

Global	  Topographic	  
Map	  (MRD-‐122)	  
2/5/19	  

Shaded	  Relief	  Base	  	  
Map	  Input	  

Dates	  of	  delivery	  based	  on	  Science	  Team	  DRM	  C	  Rev	  E	  1.3	  

Global	  Crater	  
Geology	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐136)	  
3/22/19	  

Global	  Boulder	  
Geology	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐137)	  
2/25/19	  

Global	  Linear	  
Features	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐139)	  
3/26/19	  

Global	  Regolith	  
Geology	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐138)	  
4/8/19	  

Global	  Dust	  and	  
Plume	  Geology	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐142)	  
4/8/19	  

Geomorphological	  Features	  Layer	  

Global	  Space	  
Weathering	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐542)	  
3/20/19	  

Global	  Mineral	  and	  
Chemical	  Maps	  
	  (MRD-‐140)	  
3/19/19	  

Global	  Thermal	  
InerEa	  Map	  
	  (MRD-‐155)	  
3/25/19	  

Global	  Bond	  Albedo	  
and	  Reflectance	  
Factor	  Maps	  
	  (MRD-‐154)	  
3/18/19	  

ComposiEonal	  Features	  Layer	  

Preliminary	  Geologic	  
Features	  Map	  
6/8/19	  

Global	  Geologic	  Map	  
(MRD-‐195a)	  
4/21/20	  

Science	  Paper	  on	  
“Geology	  of	  Bennu”	  
emphasizing	  
geomorphological	  
features	  

Peer-‐reviewed	  paper	  
on	  the	  geologic	  
interpretaEon	  of	  
Bennu,	  including	  
history	  of	  sample	  site	  

PDS	  Delivery	  of	  Global	  
Geology	  Map	  
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RDWG MAP MAKING

PYTHON TOOLS

SAMPLEABILITY TEST DATA

RDWG
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• Geologic Mapping in 
Jasteroid or SBMT
• Identification of geologic 

features in mission-
standard ShapeFile format

• Manipulation of Ancillary 
Fits+OBJ and Hazard 
Map file formats
• Python scripts utilizing 

fitsio libraries
• Walsh has written functional, 

first-cut, versions

• Interpolate Hazard map onto 
different resolution OBJ 
facets

• Sampleability
• Relies on Manipulation of 

ingested data in Ancillary 
Fits+OBJ format – which is 
functional

• TAG Reconstruct
• Significant coding effort to 

build model of S/C 
response/behavior in 
granular mechanics code
• University of Colorado and 

Maryland groups

• Minimal custom software 
that is still being designed 
to interpret S/C response

REGOLITH DEVELOPMENT WG SOFTWARE
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• Ancillary FITS files are 
the primary vehicle to 
move map information
• FITS file

1. Header full of technical, 
date and generation 
information

2. Table of data

• Can be binary or ASCII data 
in table – this is an 
IMPORTANT distinction 
Some programs reject 
binary data

• Can also have many layers 
of data inside one file 

PREPARING AND MANIPULATING ANCILLARY FITS
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OPENING AND MANIPULATING ANC FITS IN PYTHON

• Load in some standard libraries
import astropy
from astropy.io import fits
import numpy as np
import sys
from astropy.io import ascii

• Open the whole FITS file – header and data

hdutemplate = fits.open(sys.argv[1])

• Put the data from different layers into separate arrays
hazard=hdutemplate[3].data  
lat=hdutemplate[5].data
long=hdutemplate[6].data

• Now you can access the actual data via the arrays, hazard, lat
and long

lat[0]  long[2]   hazard[3]    etc…. 
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OPENING SIMPLE ASCII TEXT FILES IN PYTHON

• Load columns from ASCII text file directly into arrays
Nlat = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(1),dtype=None)
NlonO = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(2),dtype=None)
Nfacet = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(0),dtype=None)

• Make a new array (filled with zeros) to fill with some math 
done on the other guys (here its length is set to be the 
length of the Nfacet array)

Nhazard = np.zeros(shape=(len(Nfacet)))

• Fill new array with the hazard information from previously 
read hazard array with indicies ii and jj

Nhazard[k]=hazard[ii][jj]
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MAKING A NEW ANC FITS FILE WITH NEW

INFORMATION

• Prepare the data to fill the new FITS file - add titles, 

specify type/size of number, and indicate ASCII table 

format
c1 = fits.Column(name='Facet_number',format='I7',array=data['Facet_Number'],ascii=True)

c3 = fits.Column(name='Longitude',format='F12.7',array=data['Longitude'],ascii=True)

c2 = fits.Column(name='Latitude',format='F12.7',array=data['Latitude'],ascii=True)

c4 = fits.Column(name='Radius',format='F12.7',array=data['Radius'],ascii=True)

c5 = fits.Column(name='DustCover',format='F12.7',array=DCI3,ascii=True)

c6 = fits.Column(name='Sig',format='F12.7',array=SIG3,ascii=True)

• Initialize the new FITS

hdu = fits.TableHDU.from_columns([c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6])

hdu.writeto('NEW_ascii.fits')
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CHECKING OUT MULTI-LAYERED FITS FILE

• The first iteration of the Hazard Map was a multi-layered 

FITS, in binary… so its useful to be able to quickly glance 

at this data (which can also be done in ds9 – shown later).

• Here we are looping over len(hdutemplate), which is how 

many layers there are. It puts the data into the array 

“data”, and prints that layers header, and then a snippet of 

the data

for i in range (len(hdutemplate)):
data=hdutemplate[i].data
print(i)
print(hdutemplate[i].header)
print(data)
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SAMPLEABILITY DRY-RUN:
MAKING TEST DATA, VISUALIZATION

• Started with Nolan 49,152 facet shape model and,

• Associated Ancillary file (1064.fits), valuable to relate facet 
information on this shape model to facet/map information from 
other models that are in lat/lon exclusively.
• Included an ASCII table that included: 

• Facet number

• Latitude

• Longitude

• Radius

• Generated fake Thermal Inertia, Dust Cover Index data, read 
and combined with the facet/lat/lon information in 1064.fits to 
generate new FITS files (simultanesously generated 
corresponding text files)
• SampTest_TI3_Global49K.fits

• SampTest_DCI3_Global49K.fits
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• Load corresponding 

shape model in SBMT:

• Import Shape Models…

• I have already loaded and 

saved BennuNolan49k

VISUALIZING
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• Customize Plate Coloring

• New….

• Browse to new ANC Fits file

• Name it and load it up

LOADING ANC FITS FOR VIEWING
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LOADING UP TEST TILT DATA
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LOADING UP TEST THERMAL INERTIA DATA
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SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN

• Hazard Map (1st

iteration)
• Simple Cylindrical

• 2K x 1K evenly spaced 
points

• FITS file in multiple 
layers
• Terrain

• Craters

• Boulders etc

• All Hazards

• ???

• Lat

• Lon (0-360)
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• Hazard Map (1st

iteration)
• Simple Cylindrical

• 2K x 1K evenly spaced 
points

• FITS file in multiple 
layers
• Terrain

• Craters

• Boulders etc

• All Hazards

• ???

• Lat

• Lon (0-360)

SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN
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• Hazard Map (1st

iteration)

• Simple Cylindrical

• 2K x 1K evenly spaced 

points

• Nolan Shape Model 

(49K)

• Fewer points

• Different spacing

SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN
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• Want to map, sub-

sample, the Hazard 

Map onto the Nolan 

Shape model

• Use lat/lon in the 

Ancillary FITS file for 

Nolan Shape model

• Brute Force nearest 

neighbor search –

giving new Nolan-

Hazard map the value 

of the nearest point in 

the Simple-Cyl Hazard

SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN
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• Open Hazard Map Fits from the 
command line (sys.argv[1]), put 
data into arrays

hdutemplate = fits.open(sys.argv[1])

hazard=hdutemplate[3].data

lat=hdutemplate[5].data

long=hdutemplate[6].data

• Open Ancillary File for Nolan Shape Model, put 
data in Arrays

Nlat = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(1),dtype=None)

NlonO = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(2),dtype=None)

Nfacet = np.genfromtxt('Ancililary.dat',usecols=(0),dtype=None)

• Big loop, find nearest, use value in Nolan-
Hazard Map

for k in range(20):

dist = 1000

for i in range(1,xran):

for j in range (1,yran):

tdist= distance between Nolan(k) and Haz(ii,jj)

if(tdist<dist) dist=tdist, ii=i, jj=j

NolanHaz[k]=Hazard[ii][jj]

SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN
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• Python was slow for this 
~days of runtime for this 
high-memory task

• In fortran it was pretty easy, 
once the information was 
ingested as simple ASCII 
files

• 155 lines of code

• Ran in ~10minutes

• Optimized to run on GPU using OpenACC
with PGFortran compiler

• 5 extra lines of code

• Ran in ~5 minutes

SUB-SAMPLING HAZARD MAP IN PYTHON/FORTRAN
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• Python is good for 
many things
• Simple inspection of a 

fits files (looking at the 
data in the tables –
ranges, limits, 
mins/maxes)

• Reading in a ANC FITS 
file and printing it to 
ASCII text

• Splitting multi-layered 
FITS into separate FITS 
or ASCII text files

• Fortran likely necessary 

for heavier lifting

• Reading and looping over 

ASCII tables with millions 

of entries

• GPU-acceleration fine 

for simple algorithms 

that just grind on simple 

data

• Some special hardware 

and compilers are 

necessary

GOING FORWARD
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• POVRAY is a ray-

tracing program

• Generates images from 

text-based descriptions 

of the scene, using 

simple constructs

• Easily handles OBJ 

shape models with facet 

coloring

• Advantage of ray-tracing 

is the realistic lighting 

and texture capabilities

MAKING NICE/ROTATING IMAGES IN POVRAY
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• Generate povray scene file
• Used perl (sorry)

• Read in OBJ file, keeping 
track of facets, and correlated 
vertices

• Read in Ancillary data, listed 
in terms of facet number

• Generate a coloring scheme 
for each facet

• Establish viewing parameters 
(location of camera,lights etc)

• Output in POVRAY format the 
location and color of each 
facet with a corresponding 
color

MAKING NICE/ROTATING IMAGES IN POVRAY
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• Make rotating series
• Change viewing 

angle/perspective

• Generate new POVRAY 
output for each viewing 
angle

• Smash together into 
animated gif (good for 
PPT/WIKI)

• Going Forward
• Could probably be 

simplified/automated

• Will be slow for >100K or 
1e6 facets

MAKING NICE/ROTATING IMAGES IN POVRAY


